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SNOW-LADEN TREES formed a thick white canopy
over the heads of three snugly-dressed coeds on their
way from class yesterday. Most paths and walkways
have been cleared, but some trips still require wading
through foot-high drifts.
—Spectator photo by Bob Kegel
By KERRY WEBSTER

"Every public and private school in Seattle is closed
because of heavy snow," the radio announcer said TuesNo. 26 day, "but they're still swingin' at Seattle U."
Swinging was not the word for it. Smothered in a
blanket of impossible white stuff, S. U. kept it's doors open through
four days of the worst winter weather in more than a decade, as a
mini-student body depleted by the absence of snowed-in townies
plodded to half-empty classrooms.
It was not stamina or lust for learning that kept S. U. students
and faculty members at their desks, however. The villain was a
tight academic schedule, one in which even one closed day might
have jeopardized the University's accreditation, or seriously mangl-

Candidates Here Today

ed spring vacation.
So S. U. townies plowed in from the hinterlands daily, while new
inches of snow were added. Some students reported starting as
many as three hours early to reach their morning classes. Parking
has posed an additional problem, as sloping campus lots turned

treacherous.

While towniesmutteredand wrestled with their chains, the dorm

students, at least, were enjoying themselves. Parking lots and sidewalks became sled runs, meal trays impromptu bobsleds. Despite
the icy tomfoolery, only one injury was reported: that of a coed

ALBERT ROSELLINI

auditorium.
Robert Block, Gene Ford and
Albert Rosellini will each speak
or ten minutes after which it
will be opened for questions and

808 BLOCK

GENE FORD

The three democratic candi- answers. The Young Democrats
dates for King County executive are sponsoring their appearance.
Robert Block has favored
will speak today at 10 a.m. dur- establishing
a county-city comng the free hour in the library
mission, merging the county taxing districts and establishing a
county-wide police force.

Gene Ford was director of
development for S.U. from 19571963. He also held positions at

Columbia University and Loras
College. His slogan is "a professional manager for a management job."
Albert Rosellini served as
government for Washington for
eight years. He was also a state
senator and formerly a Seattle
attorney.

Academic Council Refuses to Seat
Invited Student Representative

who broke an arm.
Today, weathermenare cheerfully predicting more of the same,
although relief may come over the weekend. Last night's forecast
called for snow showers through today, with snow continuing through
the night.
Saturday, however, is expected to bring mixed rain and snow,
with temperatures in the low 30's.
"A generalmoderationof temperatures is expected from Saturday," the nameless voice at the weather bureau intoned.
We've heard that before.

North-South County
"Adoption' Proposed Here

The adoption by King County
of the poor people, black and
white, of Sunflower County, Mississippi, was proposed last night
during a speech by noted civil
A student representative who seat on the council by a recent to join several administrative rights worker Fannie Lou Hamhad been invited by the S.U. vote of the members, ASSU committees, to "keep lines of er in Pigott Auditorium.
Lloyd Jackson, chairman of
Administration to join the Aca- President Larry Inman revealed communication open." Fr. Mordemic Council was refused a
ton heads the AcademicCouncil. the Negro Voter's League,made
yesterday.
The Faculty Rank and Tenure
Jim Dwyer, who was to have Committee, also refused a seat the proposal. He urged that food,
represented the ASSU to the to the student representative as- money, building materials, agricultural supplies and clothing
faculty and administrators on signed to it.
be sent from King County to the
the council, said he felt that the
Other student representatives less
members were fearful of a "San
fortunate residents of Sunsuccessful seated on
Francisco State atmosphere, in have been
University boards and flower county.
Five area radio stations
lesser
which the students try to take
Mrs. Hamer, a founder of the
will carry official announcecommittees. The move to invite
over."
Party in Missippi, said
freedom
representation
ments if heavy snow forces
the
student
on
The Academic Council forms boards was widely hailed last America is sick and man is on
closure of the University,
University policy in regard to year as a step towardstudent in- the critical list. She continued,
public relations director Fred
"we are in this bag together,
classes and curricula.
Cordova said yesterday.
volvement in academic life.
"Now," Inman said yesterday, baby, and that is where it's
Dwyer and other student repThe stations are KING,
1090; KOMO, 1000; KIRO,
resentatives were invited last "It looks as if the invitations at."
The civil rights worker and
710; KJR. 950; KOL, 1300.
fall by Fr. Edmund Morton, were only attempts to pacify the
S.J., academic vice president, students."
community organizer detailed

If 1+ Snows
Listen!

....

the suffering undergoneby black
people in Mississippi. She made
the national spotlight at the 1964
Democratic convention in an unsuccessful effort to unseat the
"regular" Democratic delegation.

Parking Lots
Already Sold
Plant Manager James Elsom reminds space-hungry
students that the new parking spaces at the side of the
Bookstore have already been
leased for the quarter, and
may be used only by those

who have paid for them. Students havinggeneral parking
permits may not use these
spaces.
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Election Time Near Again; Keg Kings—
AI Reese Is Coordinator
Al Reese, sophomore, is the
new Election Board Coordinator
for ASSU and AWS elections.
ASS U vice president Thorn
O'Rouke named Reese to fill the

Any Bellarmine resident interested in helping with the election
should contact Reese or the
ASSU vice-president's office in
the Chieftain.

-

As Coordinator, Reese will be
scheduling application and election dates, supervising the campaigns, clearing proposed stunts
and finally counting ballots.
Board members will bein charge
of regulatingcampaign activities
in the various dorms. Secretarial
work will also be involved.
Reese intends to take a "hard"
line with innovative campaigners on the issues of stunts and
publicity. "They won't get away
with anything," he affirmed,
"because I'm going to be tough."

post vacated by Jake Jacobson.
Filing for the 1969-70 schoolwideoffices is tentatively set for
mid-February. Details on appli-

cation dates and election regulations will be published next
week.
Reese in turn announced the
names of new Election Board
members. Marycrest will be represented by BidiDixon, Jo Sears,
Lynn Juba, Mary Garvey and
Sue Hartmen.
Campion representatives are
Frank Nardo and Don Stevens.

;

Folk Singers
Try Out Soon
"This year's folk show is to
be unique from past shows in
many respects," said Dave Nollette, show organizer, in an interview recently.
The show, in its sixth year,
is an exchange program with
Gonzaga University in Spokane.
This year, the Chieftain troopers
will entertain at Bulldogville on
March 1, and then return to SU
with the Gonzaga talent for the
March 8 engagement.
"The purpose of the show,"
Dave said, "is to expose talent
at Seattle University from fields
ranging from poetry to folk rock
to blues to soul music."
"And also jazz," he said.
Auditions will be held Saturday, February 15th on the SU
campus from 10 until 2 at the
Pigott Auditorium.

Conscientous

AL REESE

Religion is Very 'In
CAP Lecturer Asserts
By RICK LABELLE
Calling psychology of religion
a very "in" topic Fr. James
Royce, S.S., delivered the first
lecture of C.A.P.'s "Psychology of Religion"series Wednesday. A small crowd braved the
snows for the informal talk.
The major point of the lecture
was that in recent years religion
has once again become important to intellectuals of all fields.
In the world of psychology scholars have found that human behavior cannot be fully explained
in terms of animal drives such
as hunger and thirst. Men have
been known to abstain from eating and drinking, for example,
in the name of higher ideals.
FR. ROYCE also pointed out
that many contemporary psychological studies deal with religion
incidentally. Examining man's
reactions to paradoxes, for ex-

ample, often leads to discussion A PHIO CHIEFS are, top row, from left,DougMcKnight
of religious paradoxes.
Greg DiMartino,Greg Frank; middle row, John McClean,
The lecturer's explanationfor Joe Zavaglia, Ed Robinson; bottom row, Mike Garrety,
this inevitable return to religious
president Steve Nejasmich.
investigations was that "man is Rob Brouse, and chapter
a historical animal." Man views
Alpha Phi Omega, men's ser- city directory; Mike Gerrety,
himself in the context of past vice fraternity, has elected social director; Gene Williams,
and future and this leads him to
Najasmich to his second historian; and Mike Stapleton,
think about eternity and im- Steven
president. Ten other corresponding secretary.
term
as
mortality.
members were elected as offiYet another example of the cers for the 1969 tenure.
importanceof religionin psychoNajasmich, 21, is a senior malogical studies was cited by Fr. joring in economics.
He is from
Spectator Want-Ads
Royce. The speaker explained
Daly
California.
City,
that in modern psycho-therapy
Other officers include: Rob
it has been seen that nearly all
give big Dividends
problems for adults ultimately Brousseau, first vice-president;
can be —reduced to a religious' Ed Robinson, second vice-presiEA 3-9400 Ext. 596
problem "Where am Igoing in dent; DougMcKnight, recording
secretary; Greg Frank, alumni
life? Why am Ihere?"
director; John McLean, publiDr. Goodhue Livingston, a
clinical psychologist will follow
speaker in the series on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the library
v

Ifydu're
thinking of the
Religious

auditorium.

Objectous:

James Forest Denounces Draft

By PATTY HOLLINGER

"I made a very big decision—
that was to come back to the
James Forest, 27, one of the U.
S. to devote myself to work
"Milwaukee 14" who burned se- in the peace
movement."
lective service draft files with
Forest became a draft counnapalm last September in Mil- cilor. He wanted to inform Cathwaukee, denounced the draft as olics in particular that consciena deprivation of "free will and tious objection "wasn't just for
conscience" to an audience of a- Quakers."
bout 45 in the library auditor"There is a tradition of conium last Friday.
scientious objection which goes
Sitting crosslegged before the back to the beginning of the
audience, the mustached young church."
pacifist noted, "It shook Ameri"If enough Catholics knew this
ca to the core that we civily there might be a significant
violate the law, that we giverea- movement in that direction that

ed the draft, Forest said, as the
"club of induction".
"It spoke of the most important aspect of the draft as forcing the registrant, to function
in the national intrest", he elab-

orated.

Forest said that cooperating
with the draft was like standing idly by while someone is
murdered.
Regarding the Milwaukee
burnings he said: "What we did
in Milwaukee as simple
we
gave men back the right to decide". With the records destroysons for it and openly accept the might have profound political ed it will be one to two years
consequences."
ramifications," he said. Forest before anyone from that city
In 1964, Forest attended sever- received a conscientious objector will be drafted. "It has never
al conferences with Fr. Daniel discharge from the Navy in 1961. been easier for a man to decide
Forest, dressed neatlyin white freely to be part of the armed
Berrigan in Europe.
"While there", he said, "I be- and black striped trousers, den- forces of this nation", he concame fully conscious of the war im shirt and tie, said that he cluded.
objected to conscription because
Forest is the co-chairman of
in Vietnam for the first time
it was shocking."
it was depriving people of con- the Catholic Peace Fellowship.
science and free will.
He was managing editor of the
"The great determent in each "Catholic Worker" and co-editor
life was the fact of conscription of "A Penny a Copy: Readings
—every decision had to be made from the Catholic Worker".
in its terms."
His most recent article was
Forest became intense when his remembrances of Thomas
described a booklet entitled Merton, who he met in a Ken"Channeling" which he found tucky monastary. It was pubin the Selective Services files in lished in "Commonweal" magaClaude Denison, a 1967 S.U. Milwaukee. The booklet describ- zine.
graduate, was killed Wednesday
when a Navy aircraft in which
he was flying crashed near Pensicola, Florida.
Denison, a commercial science
graduate, was a trainee aboard
the plane, one of a formation
MONDAY, FEB. 3
exercising over Florida.He was
the son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Denison, 9816 Marine View
7:30
BANNON 102
Drive, Seattle. A sister, Marianne, is an S.U. Freshman.
A memorial mass will be said
—DEPOSIT DEADLINE BANFF $10
at 4:30 today in the Bellarmine
—SIGN UP WHITE PASS OVERNIGHT FEB. 15-16
Chapel by Fr. Joseph Maguire,
student chaplain.

—

...

Recent Grad

Victim Of
Plane Crash

I
SKI CLUB MEETING I
I
I
■

|
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Go

OqeStep
further
If you are seriously thinking
of the priesthood, the question becomes not "what"but
"who."
Who can allow you to utilize
your own innate talents?
Who is most attuned to our
times? Who can offer the
most freedom in your work?
The answer is the Paulists.
Their goal is to meet the
needs of all God's people
as they arise in each era and
each age. The Paulist tries to
make Christ, His teachings
and His Church more understandable to those he can
reach. Right now. they are
working with young people
at UCLA, Berkeley, Santa
Barbara and San Diego.
In our recent Renewal Chapter we established the guidelines by which a Paulist
seminarian and priest would
operate in these changing
times. A summary of these
renewal principles is available to those who question
"whether a priest can really
be with it today."
To find out more about the
Paulist spirit, send for an
illustrated brochure and a
summary of our Renewal
Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:
Vocation Director

PORTRAIT OF
A YOUNG MAN
UPTIGHT
It's not hard to get that
way, you know. All it takes is
a wife, a kid, mounting respon-

inadequate planning
—sibilities,
and you're racked up. So
make financial security your
thing.

—

Start to plan now for it
by investing in a life insurance
program that will expand as
your needs do. The earlier you
start, the less it costs, and the
more security you'll have a
chance to build.
Give us a call. Or stop by
our office, and let's talk about

— pool or

how to shun sharks
loan.

John Rogers
Ea 4-7792
Robert Pigott
Ea 2-6769

I cpaulist
cFathetg
m

Room
415 West 59thStreet
New York, N.Y. 10019

>

PROVIDENT
MUTUAL==ig= LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

OF

PHILADELPHIA
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And the...Snow Came Down:

At This
Point

Neither rain, nor snow

The postman could well have
taken a lesson from S.U. this
past week. Day after day, facrandom comments seem no problem between blacks and ulty and students delivered
whites in Seattle, or to the con- themselves to their classrooms
ipropriate today
there is and all of us on time, and only slightly damHomecoming's "Waves of Re- trary that
white folks are going to help aged
flections" have come and gone all of the poor blacks out (the
Through upwards of two feet
two barketballvictories (causing old/missionary/saviorroutine).
of snow, over ice-plated streets,
increased hopes for a post seaIt is time that both blacks and and across a campus resembling
bankrupt snow-cone factory
son tourney berth); Rod Mc- whites, in the City Hall and at a
feet trudged, slid, wobbled, and
Kuen, Stanyan Street and other Seattle University, get to work toppled their owners into and
Sorrows have left; the goldfish on improving themselves and onto the arctic drifts.
and pies have been digested and their situations. History has
And all in the pursuit of
knowledge!
struggle
the Princess Elaine is at rest proven that when men
Breathless radio announcers
in West Seattle.
the hardest, and even pay the yawned
over school closure lists
Homecoming is a curious type price for what is right, in the that took
up all but the last
of collegiate activity. It is, I end they overcome.
thirty seconds of scheduled
guess, intended to bring the
Both sides need leaders, not five minute news capsules
grads back to reminiscing about people shouting and screaming but S.U. strided onward through
frozen mornings.
the "good old days". The best and killing in
senseless mo- theObvious danger to ourselves
part of that idea is that in talking with some of the alums, the ments. We have to know our- and to others was met head-on.
Did we flinch at our falls, our
good old days are still around. selves.
Or were we too cold
wrecks?
There must be hope in that.
Rod McKuen is right:
to
It
matters little, for
care?
peostrangers
always
Rod McKuen talks about
"It's
the
that
we
won..
and another week
do the most damage.
challengingly ahead.
lies
always
strangers
the
that
"lt's
The ones you never get to
But in typical S.U. fashion,
i the most damage.
know."
we'll cram on our mukluks, our
The ones you never get to

BSome

By DANIEL J. EVERED

...

...

...

...
..

I
'

That's probably as true in San
rancisco on Charming Way as
it is in Seattle.

shall grit our teeth lashing the
whip over the dogs, and yell,

crash helmets, our bear hides;
and, crawling into our drastically inefficient dogsleds, we

"UGH!"

if you think Collins

TO MANY he was a stranger,
an unknown who must have bee i
inexpensive to book as a college
Homecoming entertainer. They
could have tried to get The
Byrds, Frank Sinatra, Sammy
Davn, the Lettermen
anybody but some guy named Rod

.. .

McKuen.
It's funny that the entertainent for Homecoming would be
man who talks about strang-

I

s. Some how McKuen has a

putting strangers togethin the end, though.
In listening to McKuen, there
might be a challenge to us. Maybe we are all strangers to each
other an:! maybe we shouldn't
be. That doesn't mean let's all
get together all the time and
know everything about everyone else. It means, maybe, let's
get to know ourselves. Maybe
that way strangers won't be able
to damage
and Homecoming
will mean something for us after
we leave.
It wouldn't be right if Ipassed
up the opportunity of congratulating John Petrie, Leo Hindery
Patti Brown and their cohorts
for the fine job that thay did
on Homecoming.It is a hard job
and they worked hard on it.
Good job
iv of

...

...

WHILE STUDENTS here and

at the University of Washington
were watching the snow fall Sunday night and preparing for the
grape boycott, Edwin T. Pratt,
executive director of the Seattle
Urban League, was brutally
murdered in his own home in
North Seattle. It was the second
slaying in the area in a few
days.
Not all of the information is in
about the Pratt murder. The
KingCounty Sheriff doesn't have
much to go on. There were probably at least two men, maybe
three, and they sped away in
what seems to be a compact or
sports model domestic car. The
fact remains that Edwin Pratt
is dead and Seattle, the city by
the Sound, of peace and harmony, is without one of its mos*
outstanding young Black leaders
and friend.
A member of the Black Students Union at the U. of W was
heard to say that he didn't know
how the blacks, especially the
young, should take Pratt's death.
His death truly does open up
the question of whether or not
militants are right, that the
the best black leaders are being
blacks are being murdered, that

systematically

cut

down.

IT WOULD BE EASY for this

white, Anglo-Saxon,

Catholic

to

shou' out that there really is

you're right. But not home radios for music, news,
weather and sports. Collins does...

" Supply communication/navigation

equipment for more
than 75% of the world's commercial airliners.
" Provide voice communication systems for' all U. S.
space flights.
" Rank as the largest independent producer of microsystems.
"wave
Design and manufacture computer systems for airlines,
railroads and many other military and industrial organizaaround the world.
"tions
Serve as prime contractor on NASA's worldwide Apollo
network.
"tracking
Design and install complete earth stations for satellite
communications.
" Rank as one of the world's leading manufacturers of
commercial broadcast equipment.
What does this mean to you? It means that college graduates are finding assignments that challenge their ingenuity
in activities ranging from microminiaturization to airborne
computers.

At each of Collins four major facilities, opportunities
exist in electrical, mechanical, and industrial engineering,
and in computer science.

"
"

"

"
"
"

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: Product Design and Development
Field Support Engineering Electronics Research Data Operations
Programming and Systems Analysis Purchasing
Accounting
Systems Design Engineering Manufacturing Technical Writing
Process Engineering Integrated Circuitry Design Microelectronic
Reliability Engineering
Thin Film Design
Quality Engineering

"

"
"

"

"

"

"

"
"
"

"

"
"

"

MARKETS AND PRODUCT AREAS: Aviation Systems Broadcast
Specialized Military Systems Telecommunication
Microwave
Space Communication Computer Systems Amateur Radio

"

"

"

Collins representatives will conduct campus interviews:
February 18, 1969
Or you may send your resume, in confidence, to Manager of Professional Employment, Collins Radio Company,
Dallas, Texas 75207; Cedar Rapids, lowa 52406; Newport
Beach, California 92660; or Toronto, Ontario.
COMMUNICATION /COMPUTATION /CONTROL

/^^\
COLLINS
an equal opportunity employer
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CAMPVS FORVM
those bells
To the Editor:
In regard to Sheryl Henry's
SPECTATOR article of Jan. 24,
I believe I may have a clue as
to why homecoming bells peel
forth "unheard" across the SU
campus. It is difficult for any girl
to hear homecoming bells when
she knows she will not be going
to the crowning event of all, the
homecoming dance.
After being a student at SU for
two homecoming seasons, Ihave
observed that while our campus

leaders shake those bells enthusiastically each year so that all
may hearken, it is only a very
slim percentage of the student
body who attend the formal homecoming dance. I don't believe this
is exactly an ideal situation.
It's a little difficult to "Root,
root, root for the home team"
when only two short nights ago
you watched a few chosen dormmates go sweeping off to what
should be an enjoyable occasion
for more than just a few.
I agree with Sheryl that it's
"time for a new tune" . time
for some new lines other than
the lame excuses of some of our
male counterparts as to why they
cannot invite a girl to homecom-

. .

ing activities.
"But it costs too much," they
groan. "I don't dig formal shind:gs. Besides, most kids aren't
going."
The dairy writer of 1958 is to be
envied, not scorned for her naive
enthusiasm. I hope SU will see
a time when those of "modern,
sophisticated tastes" do hear
homecoming bells
bells which,
like "love, sweet love," ring, "not
just for some, but for everyone."
Marilyn Swartz
Aman.
Sheryl

...

fiasco
To the Editor:

Ihave loved my alma mater
ever since I came here as a
lowly frosh to venture into university life. And I believe the
display at the presentation of our
1969 Homecoming court was a

fiasco. A fiasco is defined as
"Something which is such a failure that it is humorous.")
Over six-thousand fans, plus
Czech, and Australian visitors
witnessed our ill-prepared Publicity Director Seely fumble over
introductions of our comely Court.
Then our microphone crew was
inefficient as to leave Leo Hindery without an operating microphone. As result, Leo got so nervous (while grabbing Seely's microphone) that he "read" his
speech as if it were a newspaper
clipping, which made our 6000
fans yawn to sleep.
Then again, our lighting crew
missed its aim twice on two court
couples. Then to top it off our
pep band leader didn't signal our
band at one time, and our girl-

cheerleaders were left on the
basketball court with "late" music. However, all our cheerleaders did an excellent, peppy performance as did our well prepared team.

But as Isaid Ilove my school
and believe Seattle University
deserves 100% effort not just by
our cheerleaders and team, but
by all our organizations performing for the public.
Howie Chin

pat on the back
To the Editor:

Ithink John Petrie, Patty

Brown, and Leo Hindery deserve
a pat on the back for the great
job they did in planning this
year's Homecoming. As a senior,
Ican say this year's celebration
was the most enjoyable in the
past four years. Unfortunately, it

was held in the snowdrifts of
Seattle.
Bill Teglia

good issue
To the Editor:
That Homecoming edition was
tremendous! It represented much
work so kudos to you and your

staff.

Fred Cordova
Univ. Relations

leadership
To the editor:

CONCERTS WEST
PRESENTATIONS

IN THE

ARENA
THE

RASCALS
SUNDAY, FEB. 2

7:30 P.M.

Iwish to thank Dan Evered for
his fine article on the Leadership
Conference. At the same time, I
would like to point out one minor
inaccuracy. The Christian Activities Program does not want to
set up a separate proect from
AWS, but offered to form a new
joint program with AWS to deal
with the increased requests for
student volunteers.
This is an activity which CAP
has maintained since its inception.
To quote from the October 4 edition of the Spectator: "The CAP
office maintains a list of all social
agencies in the Seattle-King County area which need volunteer
workers or can provide services
for the students and their families."

Thank you,
Christian Activities Program
Bob Chesterfield. President

—

Theories for Idle Minds

To the greatest tyrant of all kluding doubl konsonants. Th
main axiom upon whish we wil
time Noah Webster.
is that of won leter— won
In a country such as ours operat
sound, with sertain deviations
besmirched with pragmatism prodused bi th dipthong.
and reverent to the demands of
Furthermor, words lok lik thei
expediency, it is indeed a great sound, or rather sound lik thei
contradiction that we, and in lok. In this wai we kan diskard
fact all the English speaking entir words. For exampl, th
world, have hitherto tolerated phras "th soviet union" kan now
the grim dictatorship of the designat a sertain kind of RusEnglish language. But now at ian vegetabl as wel as ther polast the times require certain litikal titl.
changes all of which we eagerly
BESIDS thes neded khanges,
support.
our leter x kan also be removd
eks. Th fewer
FOREIGNERS from all over and replased withKeping
this in
the world have increasingly be- leters thgosbeter.
almost without saing
gun to realize that America is mind it
the last bastion of freedom, and that q is unesesari bi th sam
have stormed our walls like a token. X wil be honord in its
great hoard. For this we are plas.
Also, th übikwitus -tion sufiks
grateful; their numbers contribute to our strength. But they is a glaring phonetik kontradikhave begun to live in separate shun, and now must bekom
ghettos determined by their na- -shun. In this sam maner, th
tive languages. This fathers dis- peski litel anomaliof, whishhas
unity; it must be stopped.
alwais ben pronounsd ov, wil
henseforth
be writen so. And we
We of the Board recognizethe
hardships involved for the stu- se no reson whi th leter f must
retaind, sins th leters ph or v
dent of English, and in defer- be
kan
alwais substitut phor it.
ence to these countless foreignSpeling must bekom an art
ers struggling with our language, we have sought to make ov th er and not ov th i.
some slight revisions in its form.
In this regard th dipthong ou
It is the opinion of the Board kan esili be ekskhangd phor o,
that the changes which we au- and a poks on he who phirst
thorize will render the language phited us with th tirani ov that
much easier to spell and to kombinashun. With th rul "Th
learn, and thereby save much er nos best," we kan also imploi
time which could be put to bet- iin plas ov th short c, and us a
ter use in the interests of the phor its othr variashuns. Th
Nationwealth. We feel especially arkaik "they," phor iksampl,
proud of the saving on paper has thus bikom thai, and rightli
which will ensue, not to mention so. Th stalwart c has phinalibin
the elimination of at least nine iliminatd.
keys on every typewriter
a
BASD on phonatik ikwitis, th
boon of no small consequence
which alone would justify this dg kombinashun wil bi khangd
to j, as wil th ng indinj to nj,
action.
bikus g and j hay th sam valu.
FIRST of all, we have judged It wil thus bi posibl to thro owt
that the letter c has long been th litir g wons and phor al. And
superfluous and kan easily be sins most ov th tim thai sond th
eliminated from the language. sam, it wol alzo bi pozibl to
The lettre s kan be used in zubztitut z phor s.
Wi rilaiz that th nu khanjiz
plase of the hitherto "soft" c,
and the letter k will serve very whizh wi hay initiate! mai zim
well as a "hard" c. By virtue vari hard to undirztand at phirzt
of this same principle of sub- and apir pholizh. But v muzt
stitution it is readily apparent bar in mind that th jiniuzbiphor
that the letter y kan be easili hiz tim haz alwaiz bin kald th
exkhanged for i, the phonetik phol.
value of the two being equal. In
Rijardliz ov that, it ztrikz uz
addition, the letter c has alwais that wi mit alzo riplaz th o with
been a major stumbling blok to th v with litil diphikulti, and jud
dedikated students of the lan- ridanz tv it.
guag, and we would do well to
Phinali, th lazt tv rulz mit bi
see it suffer modifikation. Its th hardizt tv inkurpurat intu thiz
historikal silense is intolerabl ziztim. Phirzt uv al, th as in th,
and must end.
kan izili bi zhurtind tv mirli t.
In prinsipl, we kannot justifi Tuz wi kan phurjit abut t latr
th emploiment of a silent letter, h, zinz it navar ad muk zund
thei armor usless than a lum- aniwai. Wi wil zimpli rimimbr
inous sundial. Al silent leters tat t latr h iz a bad latr bikuz
must therbi be eliminated in- it iz almuzt zilint.

the

Lazt uv al, it az bin brut tv
t atinzun uv t Burd tat t latr a
kin puzibli bi riplizd bi t litr i
wunz ijin ziyinj muk priziuz zpiz
and tim. Wit il uv tiz tin, wi ir
plizd. Wi biliv tit in tim it wil
ipi tv purkizt tit Minkind wil

_
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iyintuli bi itirnili jritpul pur t
kind uv tinj t Burd iz irbi lkumbi rlizd tit wit tiz mini kinjiz md

riviziunz tit t biutipul kuntri uy
Imirki wil pinili bikum wun, uli,
kitulik, md ipuztulik in t nim
uv t ilmiti Jud!
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Chiefs to Tangle with Bobcats;
Debut on T.V. Against U. of P.
Montana State comes to town
tonight to play the Chieftains.
The Chiefs have a score to settle
with the Bobcats who defeated
them 82-74 in Bozeman.
Center Jack Gillespie is still
leading the Bobcats in scoring
and rebounding. He scored 24
points against theChiefs in Montana, 12 of them coming from
the free throw line.
Backing Gillespie up in the
statistics are Greg Harris, a forward, Don Luce, forward, and
Jay Harrington, guard. All four
of these players are scoring in
double figures.
Montana State is averaging
only 76 points a game and allowing the opposition 75 points.
The Ch:efs have been preparing for this game all week especially defensively.
Coach Simpson will take five

—

players down to one end of the
court and teach them Montana's
plays. Then they go back to the
other end where the starters
have been practicing and run
Montana's plays against the
starters' defense.
The Chiefs are concentrating
on stopping Gillespie.If he isn't
effective, the whole Bobcat team
isn't effective. He dominates
every game.
The game starts at 8 p.m. in
the Coliseum.
Word has it that the Chiefs are
playing such great ball these
days, they're going to be put on
That's alnational television.
—
most true the Chiefs will be
playing a game televised along
the west coast Saturday.
The opposition provided for
the televised contest is the University of the Pacific. The Ti-

Spectator

SPORTS

gers from Stockton, Calif., play
tough deefnse.
Last week they defeated both
Pepperdine and Loyola of California and have an 11-5 record

overall.

The Tigers' big gun is Pat
Foley, a 65" forward from Sacramento, Calif. Against Loyola,
Foley scored 23 points and
pulled off 15 rebounds, besides
contributing five assists to the
team.
Foley is matched with junior
forward Bill Strieker. Strieker
stands 6'B" and can score and
rebound with the best.
At center is 69" Tom Jones.
He led the team in scoring as a
sophomore last year.
Last season the Chiefs lost to
the Tigers in Stockton by six
points. The Chiefs have beaten
the Tigers five times in the past.

Blue Is Chiefs' Bright Color

By MARE HOUSER
Grapevine has it that Willie
Blue is one of S.U.s mo~t respected athletes. "On and off
the court," stated assistant
Coach Simpson, "Willie is well
liked by his teammates and
classmate^."
"His popularity is something
similar to thaf of Harvey Jackson's (Harv graduated from S.U.
last year), except Willie is quieter than Harvey was."
ON THE COURT Willie is now
playing behind Sam Pierce and
Lou West. He usually enters the
game with about three minutes
left but this situation may
change next year.
As Coach Simpson puts it,
"With a year of exeperience,
Willie will probably be an even
bigger asset to the team." He
already has contributed the the
improved play of West and
Pierce.
"His consistent hard play has
made Lou and Sam work harder," expressed Simpson.
WILLIE HAS always worked
at perfecting his game. La<=t
year, starting at forward on the
frosh team, he averaged 15
points a game and led the team
in rebounds.
Willie isa naturalborn athlete.
Oddly enough, he began his
"career" on a football field.
Livingin Tampa, Florida with
his family
two brothers and
two sisters, he started playing
football on a playground team
in the fourth grade.
IN HIGH SCHOOL, Willie was
named to the All-City team, then
the All-Conference team and finally to the All-State football
team. He was starting end for
two yearn in high school.
Willie didn't start playing basketball until his junior year in
high school. The late start didn't
hamper him much, though, as he
gained a starting guard/forward
role soon enough.

—

Besides football and basket-

ball, Willie got honors in swimming, diving and baseball. But
football is still his favorite sport.
BECAUSE OF HIS impressive
high school football career, Willie was offered scholarships to

Alabama State and Florida A&M

as well as to S.U.
However, he chose to join the
service instead of accepting a
football scholarship in the south,
and signed a letter of intent to

play basketballat S.U.
While in the Air Force, Willie
played on their basketball team
and participated in diving competition. He also spent a year
in Vietnam.
A business major, Willie seems
to like S.U. He feels that
— it's
"not really conservative but is
It's like one big famsomewhat.
—
ily there's real togetherness.
There are people here with different feelings, but they try to
get along. People are pretty
friendly— not like the U.W."

Papooses Chop Samauri
In Winning 14th Game
Neither snow nor ice could
the Little Chiefs from
marching to their fourteenth victory of the basketball season.
prevent

Once again the explosive Papoose offense registered over 100
points, as they defeated Shoreline Community College 101-74.
Last Monday night.
Near the end of the first half
the frosh teampulled away from
Shoreline convincingly as Gary
Ladd and Mark Van Antwerp together scored four successive
buckets. With only twenty-eight
seconds left in the first half
Gary scored another basket
making the halftime tally 55-33.
BEGINNING THE second half
as they finished the first Lenzy
Stuart and Charles McDowell
combined forces and scored ten
successive points. Making the
score 67-33 with only three minutes passed. It wasn't until the
16:00 mark that Shoreline registered their first offensive tally
of the second period.
At the 1:08 mark John Gross
put the Papooses over the century count as he scored on a
short jump shot.
ONCE AGAIN the consistent
shooting ability of Mark Van
Antwerp paced the frosh team to
victory. Socring 27 points Mark
was closely followed by Gary

Ladd and Mike Collins. Both
players scored 22 points and

played strong defensively.
Charles McDowell and Lenzy
Stuart followed with 11 points
and 10 points respectively.

MARK VANANTWERP
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WILLIE BLUE
ABOUT THE CITY. Willie vantage, one must be quick, able
says, "There's too many hills to adjust himself, rebound, fill
for me. Seattle's the city of in the lanes on breaks and be
10,000 hills."
able to shoot.
Living in Seattle "has been an
WHAT ABOUT A future in pro
experience for me and any ex- ball? Willie says, "I haven't
perience can be exciting if you really thought about it. If the
opportunity arises, I'll consider
make it so."
Willie thinks that S.U. has a it. My main objective is to get
really god team this year. "It an education."
depends on how far we want to
Basketballmeans more to Wilgo. De?ire and pride put it all lie than just a way to s/end
together and we'll run somebody every afternoon with the guys.
off the court. Recognition will It's relaxing.
come with winning and working
"Basketball gives me a good
feeling. It's a way of expressing
hard."
Assessing the qualities of a myself. It gives me confidence
good forward or guard Willie and pride, and Itend to apply
feels that intelligence is the this to other phases of my life.
er man
man
most important.
Basketball makes a better
He says if height is a disad- out of you."

—
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Guards Brake 'Nate the Skate'

Chiefs Cut Down Texans, 86-74

By KATHI SEDLAK
The Chiefs proved they could
handle a small, quick team like
the Miners last Monday night.
The S.U. Chieftains managed a
come-back in the final minutes
to defeat Texas-ElPaso 86-74.
With the lead bouncing back
and forth between the two clubs,
Bill Jones and Tom Giles came
into the game for the Chiefs.
They gave the Chieftain offense
and defense all the spark needed
to move ahead 41-36 at halftime.
Jones came in to relieve Sam
Pierce and Jim Gardner. He
quickly controlled the boards
for the Chieftains and scored
nine points.
Giles came in for Don Edwards, scored five quick points,
and helped shut out Nate Archi-

bald.
Edwards kept the Chiefs in the
game the first few minutes. He
rcored the first four points and
ran the offense almost singlehandedly.
After the half, it looked like

the Chiefs might bust the game
wide open, building a 13-point
lead. But disaster struck in the
form of Mike Switzer and Nate
Archibald and the Miner trap-

zone defense.
This trap-zone defense caused
the Chiefs to turn the ball over
10 times the last half. It works
so that the ball is always doubleteamed, no matter what.
Switzer and Archibald helped
shoot the Miners on and tied the
game at 69-all with 4:26 left in
the game.
Then the Chiefs got themselves
together and scored 12 straight
points before the Miners could
stop them. The Chiefs led 81-69
with 1:40 to go, and went on to
win 86-74.
Miner coach, Don Haskins got
his quota of technical fouls
again.He complained to the refs
about an offensive foul called
on one of his players.
High-scorer for the Chiefs was
Lou West with 22, followed by
Tom Little's 16 and Edwards' 14.

Jones added 13 points and led
all rebounders with 10.
J.KJ.
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Cellar To Finish At The Top;
Cullen: "We Have More Depth"
By MARE HOUSER
Although Intramural Basketball is not the main topic of conversation in basketball circles
at Seattle University, the Cellar
is as far as high quality intramural teams are concerned.
Their over-abundanceof talent
and professional-like skill will
make them the toughest, if not
the top team at the closure of
the intramural basketball sea-

Montana, Pacific, NIT?
"Horrible Homers"
by BRIAN PARROTT

Remember what Bill Jones wanted for Christmas?
"To Play Brigham Young on a neutral court." Well,
Bill your not the only one.
HEFNER, freshman basketball coach for the
Trojans
USC
and former frosh coach at S. U., recently
made a study of the most notable worst "snakepits"
among major colleges.
Hefner went through thousands of results from the
two seasons previous to this one and came up with a
list of the Top Ten Most Horrible Homers.
UCLA's results were left out, because besides having never lost at home over these seasons, they rarely
lost on the road.

JIM

BYU RANKED SIXTH on the list of horrible snakepits. They compiled an 18-2 record at home, and 9-20
on the road.
Atop the list, having the dubious distinction of being
numero uno is the University of Utah. They were 25-2
at home and 7-18 on the road.
The purpose of the study was to determine the
places that visiting kings venture to only never to be
seen again, on the national rankings that is.
"We're not looking for patsies" said Hefner," but
we don't want to risk a potential national ranking by
playing some team that has close to a 100% chance of
"winning."
THE UNFORTUNATE THING about the topic of
"snakepits" is that it's accepted as routine even though
it has been cussed, cursed and condemned by college
basketball supporters across the nation.
On the optimistic side, the Chiefs came out of the
Utah snakepit with a win earlier this year with a 93-74
victory. BYU was the same old pit as we lost 102-90
in Provo.

It's tooth for tooth time again tonight, as the Chiefs
will be trying to extract a victory from the Montana
State Bobcats down at the Coliseum and simultaneously
get some revenge on the Montanans for an earlier season
loss in Bozeman, 82-74.
Led by one of the finest bigmen in the Western
regions, 69" Jack Gillespie, the Bobcats doubtless will
fall hard.

son.

Among the multi-talented Cellar players are: Tom McCaslin,
a forward who offers shooting
accuracy and consistency; Jerry
D'Ambrosio, a hustling guard;
Ed Perry, a member of last
year's frosh team and leading
scorer for the Cellar; Bubba
Patterson, an exceptional rebounder, and Tom Cullen, a
sharp-shooting forward.

TOMORROW IT'S the U. of Pacific at 1:45 in the
afternoon. This one is going to be telecast as the game of
the week, but will be so much better in living color. Be
sure you'll be able to say, "I was there" when the hometown boys ask you about tournament likely Chieftains.
Speaking of tournaments, should we be honored
with an invitation,how about the NIT? It's smaller and
might provide a better proving ground for the young
Chiefs who will practically all be back next year.

BACKING UP these members
of the starting lineup for the
Cellar, willbe an equally competent group of substitute stars.
Heading the list will be Mike
Wheeler, an excellent playmaker who practices with the
frosh. Mike will be followed by
Mike Chiles, Tom Traylor, Al
Lacro, Mike Maloney and Tony

Left to right, top row: Mike Wheeler, Tom Traylor,
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS: Remember it's an inviBubba Patterson, Tony Ansich, Tom Cullen, Tom Mc- tation, so the idea has got to occur to the officials back
Caslin and Sam Fuoco. Bottom row: Jerry D'Ambrosio, East who draw up the guest list. S. U. has gone to the
Ed Perry, Al Lucro, Carl Stinson, Mike Maloney.
NIT twice before; in 1952 with the O'Brien twins and
Ansich.
1957 when Elgin Baylor was a sophomore All-American.
The Cellar has opposed some
On Tuesday night at the S.U.
IN APPRAISING their victorIt could happen, but it's not really up to us. The
strong competition within the gym, they defeated the Tigers ies, Tom Cullen stated, "We had bigger NCCA tournament, in which UCLA will play, has
past few days, but still managed by an impressive 50-31 score. more depth, which was a decidfirst pick of all the Independents to occupy their Western
to secure two very important The following night the Cellar ing factor in our favor. Our
victories over the Jefferson tallied 56 points as opposed to team has ten good players, while regional berths.
Street Tigers and Nads.
51 by the Nads.
Let them worry about it, let us go after Montana
the other teams may have four
or five players who are in good State and Pacific in the meantime.

BECAUSE OF THE GAME TONIGHT

Cije Cellar
-

EXTENDS IT'S HAPPY HOUR!

1 7 P.M.

REMEMBER POST-GAME CELLAR-BRATION
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physical condition."
Tom then summarizedthe reason why his team had defeated
the Nads. "All the Nads lack to
become a good team is a good
coach." He was, of course, referring to Rick Lorenz, who
coaches the Nads and was left
holding the short end of the
stick.
Next week the Cellar will play
the Smokey Joes, "a mediocre
team," as described by the Cellar players. According to Tom
Cullen, "We should beat them."-

Parrott's Chatter: Spectator coverage of ex-Chief tennist Tom
Gorman continues where the local papers fell short. Gorman, recently ranked 12th among the nation's amateurs and knocking on
the Top Ten's door, downed U. S. No. 8 Jim Osborne of Honolulu,
16-14, 4-6, 9-7. Osborne is on the reserve squad of the Davis Cup
continuing along
team and is a big feather for Gorman's '69 cap
the racquet trail but closer to home, S. U. Veep of Finance, Bill Atkisson, took another squash title at the WAC. He travels to Vancouver, 8.C., for the big tournament this weekend
congrats also
to Dr. Richard Berg of the Civil Engineering Dept. who won a
handball tournament recently down at the WAC. Winning has its
drawbacks though. Dr. Berg, formerly a "C" player, will now move
up to the "B" 's.

. ..
...

INTRAMURALS
Intramural Basketball Sched
Feb. 4th Tuesday
6:30 p.m., Sons of Palola vs.
Trons.
7:30 p.m., Jeff. St. Tigers vs.
Smokey Joe.
9:30 p.m.,Nads vs. Gazms.
8:30 p.m., HBC vs. Chambers.
Feb. sth Wednesday
6:30 p.m., A X Psi vs. Sons
of Palola.
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Campus News Notes
Alpha Phi Omega will play
host to fifty boys from the Briscoe Memorial Home tomorrow.
The A Phi O members will take
the boys to the S.U. vs. University of the Pacific basketball
game.
Ice cream treats will follow at
the Chieftain. Rob Salopek is
the chairman of this annual
event.
"
♥

John Lenk, noted world trav- 8 p.m., Dr. Thomas Downey's
eler, has been rescheduled to class, on Brazil (Pigott 454); 10
speak in Pigott Auditorium a.m., Introductory Business
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. on class, on world economics; 11
a.m., Mr. Albert Mann's class,
"Change and Revolution."
Those interested may also at- on Japan (Pigott 452); and Dr.
tend the classes he will address Joseph Mill's class, on "Indian
during the day. His schedule is: Population Problem" (LA 219).

Ski Club to Spring to Banff

The resort town of Banff, located in Alberta, Canada, is the
site of the S.U. Ski Club's spring
trip set for March 22-29.
The trip features five days of
skiing with four areas for the individual skiers to choose from.
The areas include: Mt. Norquay, Sunshine Village and two
Lake Louise areas: Whitehorn
and Temple.
Skiers will travel by bus to

Vancouver, 8.C., and by train
from Vancouver to Banff. Five
nights' lodgingat the Kenric Motel in downtown Banff are included in the $97 trip fee as are
two meals a day.
All persons planning to go
must place a $10 deposit by

February 3 which can be paid

to any of the officers or sent to
Fr. Elgelbert Axer, S.J., Box 7,
Seattle University.

♥

Today is the last day for all
aliens in the U.S. to report their
addresses to the government.
Cards for making the report are
available at all Post Office and
Naturalization Service Offices.
Aliens are required to comply
with this provision of federal

Bethlehem Steel
Loop Course Interviews:

law.

Ambassador
Speaks Tonight

The Seattle Opportunities In-

dustrialization Center will honor
graduating trainees at its sec-

ond annual award ceremony at 8
p.m. tonight in Pigott Auditorium.
Guest speaker for the graduation ceremony will be the former U.S. Ambassador to Ghana,
Dr. Franklin H. Williams, now
director of Columbia University's Urban Center. Dr. Williams
will speak on "The Urban Crisis
and Black Power."
SOIC is a free job training
center for the unemployed and
underemployed, particularly in
the CentralArea. In its two-year
existence as one of the local
agencies of the anti-poverty program, over 1000 people have attended skills training classes and
been placed in employment.

/h^^H
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What is the Bethlehem Loop Course? It is our management development program for graduates
with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
The course starts earlyin July with four weeksof orientation at our home offices in Bethlehem,
Pa. Loopers attend lectures on every phase of the corporation's activities, and make almost daily
visits to a steel plant.
Steel Plant Loopers, who comprise a majority of the average loop class of 150 to 200 graduates,
proceed to various plants where they go through a brief orientation program before beginning
their on-the-job training assignments. Within a short time after joining the course, most loopers
are ready for assignments aimed toward higher levels of management.
How about other loopers? Our Sales Department loopers (30 or so) remain at the home office for
about a year of training. Most are then assigned to district offices where they take over established

v

SMOKE SIGNALS
Sunday
Activities
Hi Yu Coolees: Hike to Tiger
Mt., leaves Bellarmine parking
lot at 8 a.m. Sign up on L.A.
bldg.
Town Girls: Pizza, sledding
party and meeting. 6:30 p.m. at
11309-2ni Aye. N.W.
Ski Club: Ski school, bus load
at 7:15 a.m. in front of Bellarmine.

Monday
Meeting
Ski Club: meeting 7:30 p.m.
in Bannnn 102. The $10 deposit
for Banff Spring Break Trip is

due.

Wednesday

Meeting
Rifle League: Anyone interest-

ed in continuing League meet

on range.

CLASSIFIED
For Rent
HOUSEKEEPING Room for Young

man, privileges included, walking

distance from S.U. Evenings, EA 26493.

Miscellaneous
MARCIEL for the finest in wedding
and portrait photography. LA 32403.

MALE Roommate needed: New Apt.
overlooking Lake Union. Share
with three others. EA 9-5677 evenings.
FOLEY'S Underground Cultural Kaleidoscope is here! Birth control I.U.D.
earrings and other far-out items.
For details P.O. Box 67, University
Station, Seattle 98105

—

—

—

SHARE 8-BR. House— Male studentowned horne 4 U.W. students
Beautifully furnished rms., includes
all privileges. Rent $50 per mo.
615 17th East. Ph. EA 2-4735.

WANTED: Girl 21 or over to share 3bedroom apt.on Capitol Hill.Rides
available to S.U. or U.W. Call EA
4-3423.

february

accounts.

"

Fabricated Steel Construction loopers are trained in a drafting room,on a fielderection project,
in a fabricating shop, and in an engineering office. A looper's first work assignment is based on
interests and aptitudes disclosed during this program.
Loopers in Accounting, Shipbuilding, Mining,Research, Traffic. Purchasing, Finance and Law,
General Services, and Industrialand Public Relations go through training programs tailored to
their types of work.
Where wouldYOU fit in? Check your degree or the one most similar to it.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING-Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabrieating works, mining operations,and shipyards. Fuel and
combustion departments.Supervision ofproduction operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding
Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING Metallurgical
departmentsof steelplants and manufacturingoperations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
mills. Also:Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, includingproduction of byproduct chemicals. Fueland combustion departments, including responsibility for operation and maintenance of air
and water pollution control equipment.Engineering and
metallurgicaldepartments.Steelmaking operations. Also:
Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING Positions in steel
plants, fabricating works, shipyards, and mines. Engineering and maintenance departments. Supervision of
steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating
operations. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING: FabricatedSteel Construction
assignmentsin engineering,field erection, or works management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in
engineering, construction, and maintenance.Supervision
of productionoperations. Sales Department assignments
as line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to
architects and engineers).

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical
engineering, construction, and maintenance departments,
Technical and supervisory positions in large production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and elecTronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING Our Mining Department
operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are amongthe most modem and efficient in the industry. This 10,000-man activity
offers unlimited opportunities to mining engineers. Also:
Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS ANDMARINE ENGINEERS:
Graduates are urged to inquireabout opportunitiesin our
Shipbuilding Department, including the Central Technic;»l Division, our design and engineering organization,
Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit looperswith technical degrees other thanthose listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged
Io s'Bns'8n UP for an interview.
ACCOUNTANTS— Graduates in accounting or business
administration(24 hours of accountingare preferred) are
recruited for training for supervisory assignments in our
3,000-man AccountingDepartment,
OTHER NON-TECHNICAL DEGREES Graduates
with degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities
are invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department. Some non-technicalgraduates may bechosen to fill
openings in steel plant operations and other departments.

NOW'S THE TIME TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW. And when you register at the placement office, be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course." It contains important information about the corporation and your opportunities
through the Loop Course.

BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer
in thePlans for Progress Program
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